Associated Training Consultants is a Registered Training Organisation operating since 1988, providing both nationally recognised and certificate training programs.

Damien Petrie and Rolf Siwek are Certificate IV trainers in Training and Assessment with combined experience of over 35 years in traffic management.

Damien and Rolf’s presentation style and depth of knowledge is sought after by clients; ranging from controllers, contractors, companies, municipal councils and co-ordinating road authorities.

Associated Training Consultants specialise in traffic management and provide professional, factual and entertaining training that keeps you up to date and meets the training requirements for road workers. We provide both initial and refresher training programs.

Our training can be conducted for groups at company locations nationally or the ATC facility in Ringwood Victoria or Parap Northern Territory for individuals or groups.

Is your training up to date?

Nationally Recognised Units of Competency:
• RIIWHS205D Control traffic with a stop-slow bat
• RIIWHS302D Implement traffic management plan
• RIICWD503D Prepare workzone traffic management plan
• RIICRM201E Escort mobile works
• CPPCMN2001B Control and direct traffic
• LGAWORK201A Control traffic at a work site
• LGAWORK302A Oversee traffic control plan around a work site

Certificate Training Programs:
• Event Management Traffic Control
• Traffic Management Plan Assessments
• Directing and Controlling Traffic
• Directing and Controlling Traffic in Car Parks
• Children’s Crossing Supervisor
• Traffic Management for Road Side Breakdown Mechanics
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